In the problem of regions we wish to know which one of a discrete set of possibilities applies to a continuous parameter vector. This problem arises in the following way: we compute a descriptive statistic from a set of data and notice an interesting feature. We wish to assign a con dence level to that feature. For example, we compute a density estimate and notice that the estimate is bi-modal. What con dence do we assign to bimodality? A natural way to measure this con dence is via the bootstrap: we compute our descriptive statistic on a large number of bootstrap samples and record the proportion of times that the feature appears. This proportion seems like a plausible measure of con dence for the feature. We study the construction of such con dence values and examine to what extent they approximate frequentist p-values. We derive more accurate con dence values using both frequentist and objective Bayesian approaches. The methods are illustrated with a number of examples including model selection, phylogeny trees and testing the number of modes in a density.
1 Introduction. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the problem of regions. We have observed a k-dimensional multivariate normal vector y having unknown expectation vector and covariance matrix the identity, y N K ( ; I) (1.1) K = 2 in the illustration. The space of possible vectors is partitioned into regions called R con ; R lin ; R quad , and the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) b = y is observed to lie in R quad . How con dent should we be that itself lies in R quad ? We will present a bootstrap methodology for answering this question in a way that combines Bayesian and frequentist reasoning. 1000 \parametric bootstrap" vectors y obtained independently according to (1.2) included 18 in R con and 117 in R lin . It seems plausible to say that there is a 1.8% chance that 2 R con and 11.7% chance that 2 R lin , leaving 86.5% con dence that 2 R quad . We will call this a rst-order bootstrap analysis. The rst-order answer turns out not to be a bad rst guess. However if we want \con -dence" to better agree with its usual frequentist meaning, more elaborate resampling procedures are necessary. The shapes of the regional boundaries play an important role. Section 4 shows that the fact that the boundary between R con and R quad curves away from b increases the odds that 2 R con . The bootstrap methods presented in Sections 4 and 6 make these corrections automatically, without requiring detailed geometrical knowledge of the shapes or distances of the boundaries. This is crucial for practical applications, where the situation can easily be much more complicated than Figure 1 .
The problem of regions arises when we wish to know which one of a discrete set of possibilities applies to a continuous parameter vector. Figure 1 actually concerns a regression situation where we are trying to choose the degree of a polynomial model using the C p criterion. R con ; R lin or R quad are the regions where a constant, linear, or quadratic model would be preferred. (See Section 5). Similar questions include How many modes does a density function have? (See Section 8) How many terms should be included in a principal components or factor analysis? The bioequivalence problem: does a newly produced drug have e ciency between 80% and 125% of its predecessor? Ranking and selection: how con dence should we be that an apparently best treatment is actually best?
Simultaneous signi cance testing: given K observed treatment e ects, with what condence can we say that some treatments are better or worse than others?
The bootstrap methodology of this paper applies as well to sampling models more complicated than (1.1). The multinomial family, where we observe a vector of properties p from n independent draws on K categories, p Mult K (n; )=n
is of particular interest. Here , the vector of true probabilities, plays the role of . We might for example wish to assign a con dence level to a log-linear model selected on the basis of some observed count data.
The multinomial family plays a central role in nonparametric applications of our theory. The example in Figure 2 concerns a phylogenetic tree based on DNA sequence data. Table  1 shows part of an 11 221 data matrix of aligned nucleotide sequences for 11 species of the malaria parasite. A standard hierarchical clustering algorithm applied to the data produced the tree in Figure 2 . How much con dence should we place on its various branches, or \clades"? Felsenstein (1985) suggested a simple nonparametric bootstrap answer: resample the columns of the data matrix, build bootstrap trees based on the resampled matrices, and assign as a con dence value the proportion of the bootstrap trees having the various clades.
For example 193 out of 200 bootstrap trees had the P cy9 =P vi10 clade, giving Felsenstein condence value .965.
Felsenstein's method amounts to resampling from the multinomial family (1.3), with K = n = 221 and = (1; 1; ; 1)=221 as explained in Section 8. The simplex of all possible vectors is partitioned into regions corresponding to the various possible trees, so in this case there are thousands of regions separated by complicated multifaceted boundaries. Felsenstein's method provides the same kind of rst-order answer to the regions problem as was used for the problem in Figure 1 . Efron, Halloran & Holmes (1996) suggested a more elaborate bootstrap procedure for making Felsenstein's con dence values better agree with standard con dence limits. The results in this paper are based on the methods there.
Familiar versions of what we have called the problem of regions show up in standard hypothesis-testing situations, where there are usually only two regions separated by a particularly simple boundary. These situations have well-accepted frequentist solutions, which we want our theory to agree with. However the regions problem only gets interesting for Table 1 : DNA nucleotide sequences for 11 species of the malaria parasite; rst 20 columns of 11 221 data matrix used to build the tree in Figure 2 . From Escalante & Ayala (1994) . 
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Pfr7 Pkn8 exactly the same as the parametric bootstrap distribution of y in (1.2), so the rst-order bootstrap method of Section 1 provides an implementation of the at-prior Bayes analysis.
Suppose that our problem involves J + 1 regions R 0 ; R 1 ; ; R J that partition Euclidean K-space R K , R K = J j=0 R j :
Then the at-prior Bayes aposteriori probability that 2 R j equals the bootstrap probability
where ' K is the standard K-dimensional normal density function expf?kzk 2 =2g=(2 ) K=2 . The bootstrap probabilities :018 for R con , .117 for R lin and .865 for R quad reported for Figure   1 , are, except for simulation error, the aposteriori probabilities starting from prior (2.1).
The choice of the at prior (2.1) is completely arbitrary of course. It might be hoped to give answers that agree with frequentist con dence levels. However consider a simple problem where there are only two regions, separated by a spherical boundary.
Example 2.1. Here we de ne R 1 = f : k k 1 g and R 0 = f : k k > 1 g; (2.5) so that the two regions are separated by a spherical boundary of radius 1 . We observe y N K ( ; I) in R 0 , say kyk = r > 1 ; (2.6) and wonder how much con dence can be placed on the statement that 2 R 0 .
There is a standard frequentist answer to this question. For the case r = 7, 1 = 5, K = 4, the two \non-con dence" probabilities are b = 1 ? b = :0404 versus e = 1 ? e = :0120; (2.10) so that 1 ? b is less than one-third of 1 ? e . We will see in Section 4 that the di erence has to do with the curvature of the spherical boundary between R 0 and R 1 . For a at boundary, we would have e = b . 2
From a practical point of view it is usually easy to get the con dence value e . All we have to do is resample the MLE, as in (1.2), and count the number of times y falls into the various regions. We require no speci c knowledge of the shapes and distances of the regions, only an algorithm that tells us which region any given y falls into. The trouble is that the e values may not agree very well with genuine con dence levels b in those cases where b can be calculated. The methods proposed in the following sections try to have it both ways, preserving the simple, automatic nature of the e calculation while better approximating b .
The con dence level b in (2.8) measures how far the observed data vector y is from the nearest vector not in R 0 . This kind of calculation is impossible for more complicated regions, and even if it is possible it may not make much sense, as the next example shows.
Example 2.2. Suppose we augment (2.5) in Example 2.1 with a third region R 2 = f : k k 2 g, 2 > 1 , so that R 0 is reduced to the spherical shell between R 1 and R 2 , R 0 = f : 1 < k k < 2 g (2.11) Figure 3 refers to this situation, with 1 = 5; 2 = 9:5; kyk = 7, and dimension K = 4. This is the same situation as in (2.10) except that R 0 has been reduced by the subtraction of the outer region R 2 . Now how con dent should we be that 2 R 0 ?
Figure 3: Spherical shell example: three regions, R 1 = f : k k 5g; R 2 = f : k k 9:5g, R 0 = f : 5 < k k < 9:5g ; y N 4 ( ; I) observed to lie in R 0 , kyk = 7. Distance x 0 = 2 for y = b to b 0 , the nearest point is R 0 . How con dent can we be that 2 R 0 ? Let x 0 be the distance from y to the nearest vector not in R 0 , x 0 = 2 in As before we take the con dence level for f 2 R 0 g to be the probability that x 0 is less than its observed value, minimized over in the complement of R 0 , for the situation in Figure 3 . Comparing this with (2.10) shows that reducing R 0 by the subtraction of R 2 has increased our con dence that 2 R 0 from :960 to :972! 2 We can combine the good features of the Bayesian and frequentist solutions by choosing a prior density that re ects the regions' geometry better than the at prior (2.1). Welch & Peers (1933) show how to make this choice. For example the prior h wp ( ) = 1=k k K?1 (2.16) is known to give good agreement with frequentist con dence levels for the parameter = k k relating to Figure 3 , see Tibshirani (1989 In more complicated situations, such as those in Figures 1 and 2 , it is impossible to nd a Welch-Peers prior like (2.16). The obvious di culty is that the boundaries between regions are more complex. In addition, the boundaries will not usually correspond in a natural way to values of a smoothly de ned parameter = t( ) such as t( ) = k k in Figure 3 . Another way to say this is that it is di cult to de ne the distance of an observed data point from the boundaries. A nal example shows that even with only two regions, pure frequentist con dence values can be misleading. and the pure frequentist con dence value is prob^ 0 (^ > 0:5) = 0:959. This value is close to 1 because the set fjj jj < :5g is so small, and hence the tail event f^ > 0:5g is not assigned much probability. But^ is not that unlikely a value under sampling from 0 . On the other hand, the Bayes con dence with Welch-Peers prior 1=jj jj is 0.842, which seems more reasonable. 2
In what follows we will modify naive bootstrap methods like (1.2) in order to better approximate the Welch-Peers/con dence-level theory. This objective Bayesian approach uses frequentist theory to suggest the appropriate prior, but avoids the pitfalls (as in Example 2.3) that can occur with pure frequentist approaches. Through the use of sophisticated bootstrap theory, we retain the \metric-free" property: we need only determine which regions the resampled points fall into, not their distances from the boundaries.
3 Overview of the paper
The problem of regions can be summarized as follows. We have a data vector y that depends on a parameter , with probability density g (y) . We have 2 regions of interest R 0 and R 1 ; we observe an estimate^ 2 R 0 and want a measure of con dence for the event f 2 R 0 g.
The case where we have more than 2 regions is discussed below.
Given bootstrap values^ created from samples drawn from g^ (y), a rst-order measure of con dence that 2 R 0 is e = prob^ f^ 2 R 0 g where now^ is the estimate of based on a vector y sampled from g^ 0 .
In the remainder of this paper we are concerned with a) di erent choices for g (y), b) di erent possibilities for the distance measure D( ; R 1 ), and c) the relationship between the naive con dence value e and the better value b , and d) the relationship of objective Bayesian solutions for the regions problem to both e and b . On point (c), the conversion formulae (4.16) and (6.3) are the main results relating e and to b .
With multiple regions, examination of the Bayesian version of the problem suggest that we should solve each pairwise problem (R 0 ; R j ), and then add the non-con dences^ j = 1? b j to give the overall con dence b = 1 ? P j^ j . We saw an example of this in section 2.
Here is an outline of the rest of the paper. In Section 4, we look at the case where g (y) is Gaussian: there the natural choice for D( ; R 1 ) is the Euclidean distance between and the closest point on the R 0 boundary. We derive a formula to convert e to b that involves the curvature of this boundary. Section 5 discusses an example of this procedure in linear regression. In Section 6, the data density g (y) can be any member of the exponential family, the boundaries between the regions are assumed to be level curves of some smooth real-valued parameter, and the distance measure D( ; R 1 ) is de ned by the change in the level values.
For this setting we derive the more general conversion formula (6.3).
Section 7 shows that the bootstrap con dence values derived earlier correspond to a certain objective Bayesian solution. In Section 8 we discuss testing the number of modes in a density, using a multinomial model for g (y) . This corresponds to non-parametric bootstrap sampling.
It is reasonable to ask why we don't just compute b in (3.2) directly using bootstrap sampling. The di culty is that in problems such as testing the number of modes, we don't know to measure distance D in the sample space or identify level curves that determine the regions. All we can do is identify which region a particular point lies in, e.g. the density has one mode, two modes etc. Although the constructions in sections 4 and 6 are notionally based on distance measures, the resulting conversion formulae are \metric-free".
A di erent, explicitly metric-free approach de nes the distance measure D(^ ; R 1 ) to be e itself. This makes sense since a large value of e means that^ is in a sense far away from R 1 ; it also accounts for the shape of the boundary of R 0 . We then compute e cal = prob b 0 fe < b g:
This \calibrated con dence value" is the most direct, brute-force frequentist solution to the regions problem but requires double-bootstrap sampling, making it sometimes impractical. More details are given in Section 4.
Even if we could compute a frequentist con dence level directly, we might not wish to do so. Frequentist answers can be quite contradictory in some regions problems like the spherical shell Example 2.3. The objective Bayes methods of Section 7 avoid these contradictions while still providing good asymptotic frequentist levels. The illustration in Section 8 demonstrates the computational di culties, and also interpretative di culties associated with pure frequentist solutions to the regions problem.
The Normal Case
In the normal family y N K ( ; I) the relationship between frequentist con dence levels and the bootstrap can be calculated to a high degree of accuracy, at least in the simple situation where there are only two regions, separated by a smoothly curving boundary. This situation is illustrated in Figure 4 , where the two regions R 0 and R 1 are separated by the boundary B. Having observed y = b in R 0 , b 0 is the nearest point to y not in R 0 , so b 0 is on the boundary B. The distance to x 0 from b 0 to y is obviously important to our assessment of con dence for f 2 R 0 g. This section concerns the accurate calculation of frequentist con dence levels in terms of x 0 .
Let 0 be a point on B, and let T 0 be the K ? 1 dimensional tangent plane to B through 0 . Figure 4 shows a vector v in T 0 and also a distance u measured orthogonally to T 0 , taken positive in the direction pointing away from R 0 and into R 1 . We assume that there is . . . for the terms in (4.3). Theorem 1 of Efron (1985) shows that (4.3) is third-order accurate.
That is, (4.3) is correct to order O(n ?1 ), only erring by O(n ?3=2 ). In particular, the skewness and kurtosis of X 0 are both O(n ?3=2 ). by which we mean that if y N K ( 0 ; I) for 0 2 B then probfZ < zg = (z) + O(n ?3=2 ) for any xed z, being the standard normal cumulative distribution function (CDF). This is demonstrated in the Appendix of Efron (1985) .
Because Z is a third-order pivotal it can be used to construct a highly accurate frequentist con dence level for f 2 R 0 g, namely
b is the approximate probability that Z is less than its observed value z = (x 0 ? b d 1 )=(1 ? b d 2 ), if the true expectation vector lies on the boundary B. It is shown in the Appendix that b also equals, to third order, the probability that X 0 is less than its observed value x 0 .
We can also calculate a third order approximation for the rst-order bootstrap con dence value e = prob b fy 2 R 0 g; (4.13)
The improved bootstrap algorithms of this paper work by doing the rst-order bootstrap calculation (4.9) and then improving e by means of the second-order correction (4.13). In order to do so we need a bootstrap method for approximating b . We now have a bootstrap algorithm for calculating the frequentist con dence level b to a second order of accuracy, (error O(n ?1 )): calculate e and e Z = ?1 (e ) using the rst-order bootstrap method (4.9); calculate b z 0 using (4.14); and nally set b = ( e Z ? 2b z 0 ). Example 2.1 continued. As a check on formulas (4.16) consider Example 2.1 where R 1 = f : k k 1 = 5g and we have observed a 4-dimensional vector y with kyk = r = 7. In this case we can do the bootstrap computations theoretically, without Monte Carlo, as in (2.9): e = probf This approach is particularly simple and accurate if the boundary B in Figure 4 is the level set of a smoothly de ned real-valued parameter = t( ), say B = f : t( ) = 1 g. This formula assumes that t( ) is increasing as we go from R 0 to R 1 in Figure 4 . In the sphere problem above we could take t( ) = ?k k and 1 = ?5, in order to get the sign right.
Formula (4.21) is the ABC method of calculating the \bias-correction constant" b z 0 in the normal family y N K ( ; I), as described in Section 2 of DiCiccio & Efron (1992) , except that here the calculation is done at the boundary point b 0 rather than at b = y. The rst and second derivatives of t( 0 ) are computed in a numerically e cient way that requires only 2K + 2 recomputations of t( ).
There are two drawbacks to the ABC approach. It fails for situations where the boundary B consists of piecewise at facets, as for the trees example of Figure 2 . See Remark C at the end of this section. Secondly it requires B to be described as a level set of some function t( ). This is the kind of mathematical speci cation we are trying to avoid with our metric- is seen to be a bootstrap replication of e , (4.9). The calibrated value of e is e cal prob b 0 fe < b g:
It is shown in the Appendix that e cal is third-order accurate, b ,
The calibrated con dence level e cal is metric-free, automatic, and third-order accurate. The problem with using (4.27) is the enormous number of bootstrap replications required.
First we need on the order of 1000 y 0 vectors, and for each of these a comparable number of second-level replications y 0 . Implementing (4.25){(4.26) requires checking fy 0 2 R 0 g several hundred thousand times, as illustrated in 8. Because e cal is de ned in terms of the frequentist level sets, like b in (2.11), it can sometimes produce paradoxes of the type illustrated in the spherical shell Example 2.3. Remark A. In the sphere example and in the schematic diagram of Figure 4 Figure 4 , agrees with _ t 0 . Suppose that B curves away from y at b 0 as in Figure 4 , so b d 1 is positive. Then h wp ( ) will be increasing as moves from R 0 to R 1 through b 0 . The Bayesian probability e wp for R 1 will be greater than e = 1 ? e in this case, so e wp = 1 ? e wp will be smaller than e , agreeing with the frequentist result for b . Section 7 discusses the connection between Bayesian and frequentist con dence levels for the general problem of regions.
Remark C. Table 2 concerns a situation where the boundary B is polygonal rather than a smooth curve: B is a regular hexagon inscribed in a circle of radius 3, and R 0 is the region outside of the hexagon. 8000 Monte Carlo vectors y 0 N 2 ( 0 ; I) were obtained for each of four choices of 0 on B, ranging from a central point on the hexagon's edge to its vertex. The table compares the mean of the Monte Carlo X 0 replications with its predicted value z 0 = ?1 (#fy 0 2 R 0 g=8000); (4.29) as in (4.3), (4.14). The predictions are seen to be quite accurate.
In this case the ABC calculation (4.21) gives predicted mean d 1 ( 0 ) = 0 except at the vertex, where it is unde ned. The bootstrap method (4.14) averages the curvature of B over a large region around b 0 , which is a real advantage if the boundary is not smooth.
The C p Example
The C p example of Figure 1 is a useful test case for the theory begun in Section 4. It refers to a C p model-selection procedure for the data set of 201 points shown in the left panel of Figure 5 . Each point represents a participant in the Control group of the Minnesota arm of the LRC-CPRT, a large-scale investigation of the drug cholostyramine, Efron & Feldman (1991) . The two measurements for each man are his percentage compliance with the intended dose of the drug (actually a placebo) and his decrease in total blood cholesterol level over the course of the exponent, this being the response variable of interest.
We consider models that predict cholesterol decreases as a polynomial function of compliance. The right panel of Figure 5 traces the C p estimate of prediction error, de ned below, as a function of the models' degree j, for j going from 0 to 7. There is a sharp minimum at j = 2, strongly suggesting a quadratic model. How con dent should we be that the quadratic For the cholesterol data b 2 R 2 R quad , the quadratic preference region, for all choices of J 2. The question of interest can be phrased as: how con dent should we be that 2 R 2 ?
(But see Remark D.)
Vectors on the boundary between R j and R k ; j < k, must satisfy
(5.5) Figure 1 shows the situation if we only consider models up to degree 2, in which case the three possible boundaries are determined by (b 1 ; b 2 ) = (2:70; ?2:55). According to (5.5) the boundary between R j and R k is a portion of a (k ? j)-dimensional sphere of radius 2(k ? j)]
1=2
. z 00 > 0 for the R con =R quad boundary, which curves away from b . Table 3 presents a regional analysis of the con dence level for 2 R quad . We consider four other regions, R 0 constant, R 1 linear, R 3 cubic R 4 quartic, so J = 4 in (5.3). B = 1000 bootstrap replications of y N K (b ; I), ten times more than necessary, gave empirical probabilities e j = #fy (b) 2 R j ; b = 1; 2; ; Bg=B; j = 0; 1; 3; 4 (5.7) this being the non-con dence values pertaining to the four alternative regions. The rst two of them di er from the values reported for R con and R lin in Section 1 because of simulation error, but also because this analysis includes R cub and R quart .
The conversion formula (4.16) can be expressed as an adjustment of the at-prior noncon dence values e j to non-con dence levels b j = 1 ? b j , b j = ?1 ( e j ) + 2b z oj ]:
(5.8) This is the same as (4.16) when there are only two regions, but it is more convenient to work with than (4.16) in multi-regional situations as the Bayesian calculations of Section 7 show.
The adjusted values b j appear in the bottom line of Table 3 . The adjustments are quite substantial, multiplying b 0 by 3 and dividing b 4 by nearly as much. The objective Bayesian interpretation of Section 7, which is designed to agree with frequentist con dence levels, is as follows: 2 R 2 with aposteriori probability b = 1 ? (:057 + :096 + :142 + :027) = :678; Table 4 is the equivalent of Table 3 ; b still falls into R 2 , but now there is increased probability of R 3 ; R 4 , and decreased probability of R 0 ; R 1 . The ABC values b z oj are p 2 times those in Table 3 . This kind of global \leakage" undercuts the local asymptotics behind Lemma 2. The problem did not occur in the other examples of this paper. It can be avoided here by following the tactic used in Efron et al. (1996) for the tree example of Figure 2 , where the alternative regions were considered one at a time instead of simultaneously. For example we can consider just two regions, whether or not b C 0 exceeds b C 2 , in which case b z 0 obtained from (4.14) nearly equals the ABC value .250.
More General Probability Families
So far we have been considering the normal family y N k ( ; I). This section concerns solving the regions problem for a more general K-dimensional probability family having density function g (y). The parameter vector can be taken to be the expectation of y, E fyg = , but this plays no real role in the theory. In order to actually do the calculations we need g to be a multiparameter exponential family, the multinomial family (1.3) being particularly useful. The key result for the normal family is (4.16), which converts rst-level bootstrap condence values e into second-order frequentist con dence levels b . The analogue of (4.16) for general exponential families appears under the names \BC a " and \ABC" in Efron (1987) and DiCiccio & Efron (1992) . Here is a brief review of what we will call the ABC conversion theory.
Suppose we have two regions R 0 and R 1 in K-dimensional space separated by a boundary B de ned by a smooth real-valued parameter = t( ), say B = f : t( ) = 1 g, with R 0 = ft( ) < 1 g and R 1 = ft( ) 1 g. As in Figure 4 , the maximum likelihood estimate b determines a \closest" point b 0 on B, which we take to be the restricted MLE of given t( ) = 1 . The MLE of is b = t(b ). For convenience assume b < 1 so b 2 R 0 as in Figure  4 . The rst-order bootstrap con dence value for f 2 R 0 g is e = prob b fy 2 R 0 g = prob b ft(y ) < 1 g; z 0 is the bias-correction estimate de ned in (4.14), while b a, the acceleration, is another O p (n ? 1 2 ) quantity, calculated according to (6.7) below. Formula (6.3), like (4.16), errs by order O p (n ?1 ). In the normal family b a = 0 so (6.3) is the same as (4.16), but b a can make a substantial di erence in other families.
A K-parameter exponential family has densities g (y) = e 0 y? ( ) ; (6.4) where y is the K-dimensional su cient statistic, is the expectation parameter vector = E fyg, and is the natural or canonical parameter vector, a one-to-one function of ; ( ) is a normalizing function designed to make g (y) integrate to 1 with respect to some common carrier density for the family. The second derivative matrix of ( ) with respect to gives the covariance matrix of y 0 at the corresponding value of , j ( ) = cov (y) : in a bivariate normal family, R 0 . 4000 rst-order bootstrap vectors y were sampled from the bivariate normal distribution determined by (6.8), of which 219 had sample correlation coe cient b :50, giving e = :0548 = 219=4000 :
(6.10)
Several boundary vectors b 0 were located according to the method described in Section 8, all of which had b a = :000 and b z 0 = :0559 using (6.7) and formula (6.13) of Remark F below. The conversion formula (6.3) then gave b = :068, agreeing with the exact level (6.9), within the simulation error
The Poisson family will be useful in what follows: we observe K independent Poisson variates (y 1 ; y 2 ; ; y K ) y with expectations ( 1 ; 2 ; ; K ) , y Po K ( ) :
(6.11) Then = log( ) = (log( 1 ); log( 2 ) log( K )), ( ) = e k , j ( ) = diag( ) the K K diagonal matrix with diagonal elements 1 ; 2 ; ; K , and b 2 = P K k=1 y k _ t 2 ok . The numerator in expression (6.7) for b a is @ 2 @ 2 _ t ok expfb ok + _ t ok g] 0 It turns out that the Poisson family also applies to the multinomial family (1.3), p Mult K (n; )=n, where the regions R j are now de ned in terms of the probability vector . Instead of (1.3) we can assume that the count vector y = np is in the Poisson family (6.11), with regions R 0 j determined by R 0 j = f = c for 2 R j ; c > 0g :
(6.12) Then the second-level bootstrap algorithm will give the same results in the Poisson and multinomial families, and so will formulas (6.7) and (6.13), see DiCiccio & Efron (1992) .
If the regions R j are determined by a real-valued statistic b = t(p) then we need to take b = t(y= y k ) in the Poisson formulation.
Nonparametric applications of the bootstrap use the multinomial model with K = n, the number of independent observations, and = (1; 1; ; 1)=n, see Section 8 of Efron (1987) ).
The multimodelity example of Section 8 will be carried out nonparametrically and will make use of the Poisson-multinomial relationship to simplify some of the calculations. 
Bootstrap/Bayes Calculations
We have been discussing the relationship between frequentist and bootstrap answers for the problem of regions, using the ABC conversion formula (6.3) to transform the latter into the former. The conversion formula also relates the bootstrap to Bayesian answers. We can interpret (6.3) as a modi cation of the rst-order bootstrap con dence value that better agrees with a Welch-Peers objective Bayes analysis, as in (2.16){(2.19). This provides Bayesian and frequentist justi cation for the second-level bootstrap algorithm. produces Bayesian aposteriori probabilities agreeing to second order with frequentist condence limits,
where f(b ) is the marginal density R f (b )h wp ( )d . See Tibshirani (1989) . De ning
( 7.8) we can rewrite (7.3) as
A comparison of (7.7) and (7.9) shows that V ( ) is a Welch-Peers prior density, scaled so that it integrates to one with respect to the likelihood function f (b ),
(7.10) the latter following from (7.9) with 1 ! ?1. Suppose that there are only two regions R 0 and R 1 as in Figure 4 , that the boundary B is the level set ft( ) = 1 g, and that b = t(b ) is less than 1 so b 2 R 0 . We generate B bootstrap samples from f b , say y (1) ; y (2) ; ; y (B) f b ; (7.11) and approximate the rst-order bootstrap con dence value e = 1 ? b , (6.1), by e : =B ;
(7.13) since (7.13) is the usual Monte Carlo estimate of the integral in (7.3). And (7.13) also estimates (7.9), the aposteriori probability of R 1 starting from a Welch-Peers prior for .
All of this has the following interpretation: reweighting the rst-order bootstrap samples according to W(y ) converts e into b ; and from a Bayesian viewpoint it converts the at-prior aposteriori probability for R 1 into an appropriate Welch-Peers aposteriori probability for R 1 , , and we see that W( ) is like an importance sampling weight, for converting a random variable drawn from^ to one drawn from^ 0 . Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of a hypothetical problem with four regions. Resampling from b in R 0 has given some y 's in R 1 ; R 2 , and R 3 . The proportions of these are the rst-order non-con dence values e j , as in Table 3 . Reweighting the proportions according to (7.13) gives the second order con dence levels b j . Table 3 has W's greater than 1 in the \constant" region, less than 1 in the quartic region, and equaling 1 for the linear and cubic regions. In practice the conversion from e j to b j would be carried out via (6.3), with b z 0 and b a determined separately from a restricted MLE vector b j for each of the 3 boundaries.
From a Bayesian point of view we can imagine starting with a at prior on , and bending it to accommodate the di erent boundary situations. Except in simple situations like Figure  3 it will be di cult to fully describe the bent prior, but it will behave like the appropriate Welch-Peers prior density near each boundary.
Remark H. The factor f b ( )=f (b ) in (7.8) equals 1 in the normal family (so V ( ) = W( )) but not in other families. The rst-order con dence value e in (7.12) approximates Z
(7.14) so e has this Bayesian interpretation: it is the aposteriori probability for R 1 starting from the \ at" prior h( ) = f b ( )=f (b ). In the normal family h( ) is actually at.
Remark I. First-order bootstrap values like e have been used as at-prior aposteriori probabilities under the name \Bayesian bootstrap", particularly in the nonparametric situation (1.3) with K = n and = (1; 1; ; 1)=n, see Rubin (1981) and (Efron (1982) , Sec. 10.6).
For example it is used this way in the rst stage of multiple imputation, as what (Little & Rubin (1986) , section 12.4) call \the approximate Bayesian bootstrap". Except in the normal family (1.1) the Bayesian bootstrap will err at the second level, though it may be accurate enough for the problem at hand. See also Weng (1989) .
8 Multimodality Example.
This section discusses a nonparametric example of the problem of regions, one where it is di cult to describe the regional boundaries in terms of a single parameter = t( ). The process of executing Section 6's two-level bootstrap analysis illustrates some of its practical and interpreted di culties, as well as its power. Figure 7 shows a histogram of the data, the thicknesses in millimeters of n = 485 United
Calculation of con dence values
States stamps issued in 1872, and also a Gaussian kernel estimate of the thickness density. The kernel estimate has two modes, but how much con dence should we have that the true density function is bimodal? This is a question of philatelic interest since it is suspected that the issue might be a mixture, printed on more than ne type of paper, see, (Efron & Tibshirani (1993) Section 16.5). The density estimate in Figure 7 is
where x = (x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x n ) is the stamp data and (t) is the normal kernel exp(?t 2 =2)= p 2 .
The kernel width h = :0039 was chosen as best by a 10-fold cross-validation procedure. In what follows, h will be xed at this value, though in principle it would be no more di cult to recompute h for each bootstrap sample. Figure 7: The stamp data; thicknesses of 485 stamps issued in 1872; solid curve, a Gaussian kernel density estimate, is bimodal, suggesting that the stamps were issued on two di erent papers. How con dent can we be that the true density is bimodal?
Bootstrap samples x = (x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x n ) were selected in the usual nonparametric way as a random sample of size n drawn with replacement from fx 1 ; x 2 ; ; x n g. Each p and b play the roles of y and b in the normal model (1.2). We can consider a nonparametric regional problem in terms of the multinomial family (1.3) with k = n j where the MLE of is b = (1; 1; ; 1)=n, see (Efron (1987) , Section 8). The multinomial is an exponential family, which allows us to use the theory of Section 6 for converting e into a second-order accurate con dence level b .
The triangle in Figure 8 represents the simplex S n of n-dimensional probability vectors, Figure 8 : Multinomial representation of the multimodality problem; S n is the probability simplex in n dimensions; MLE b = (1; 1; ; n)=n is in R 0 , the set of probability vectors giving modality 2; 14.6% of the bootstrap vectors p fell into R 1 , the region of trimodality or higher; each such p gives a boundary vector b 0 according to the binary search procedure as in (4.14).
As p passes from R 0 to R 1 through the boundary point b (j) 0 a third mode emerges on the density estimate d p (x), (8.9), say at s (j) . Figure 9 plots the bias-correction estimates b z (j) 0 versus s (j) . Two quite di erent cases are evident: For the 19 s (j) above 0.120, on the far right side of Figure 7 Table 6 calculates the noncon dence levels b j for the two alternative regions considered separately, and also with them combined. The b a values, estimated from (8.13) below, are small. Not partitioning the alternative region gives noncon dence b = :116, leaving b = :884 as the estimated con dence level for the true density being bimodal or unimodal. The partition suggested by Figure 9 does not make much di erence: the total b is now .125, with b = :875. In either case we are left with slightly greater con dence than the rst-order value e = :854.
The rst-order con dence value e = prob^ fp 2 R 0 g depends only on R 0 , and not on how we partition the complement of R 0 . The second-level answer b does depend on the partition, which may be naturally de ned as in Table 3 or emerge from the analysis as in Figure 9 . However because it is only a correction of e , b itself tends not to depend much upon the partition.
The values of b a in Table 6 are based on (6.7), which has a simple form in the nonparametric situation,
(8.13) _ t 0 being an orthogonal vector to B at boundary point b 0 , pointing outwards from R 0 as in Figure 8 . Formula 8.13 comes from the multinomial representation (8.7) and the Poissonmultinomial connection mentioned after (6.11). Notice that multiplying _ t 0 by any positive Efron et al. (1996) In fact the boundary B in Figure 8 consists of at facets determined by o 0 k p = 0. The local curvature of B is zero except where the facets join, but the kind of global curvature captured by (8.12) is quite substantial. This is like the polygon example of Remark C, where the global curvature was seen to have good predictive powers. Silverman (1981) proposed a method for testing the number of modes of a density. It is based on the fact that the number of modes in a Gaussian kernel density estimate is a non-increasing function of the window width h.
Comparison to Silverman's method
His method works as follows. Suppose we are testing the null hypothesis of two modes or less, versus more than two modes. We nd the smallest window widthĥ 2 that produces an estimate with at most two modes. Then we draw bootstrap samples from the Gaussian kernel density estimate with window widthĥ 2 , and for each, computeĥ 2 , the smallest window width producing an estimate with at most two modes. The con dence value is probfĥ 2 ĥ 2 g, the proportion of times the bootstrap values ofĥ 2 are greater than or equal toĥ 2 . A computational shortcut allows Silverman to make his test numerical feasible. In essence Silverman's approach takes a one-dimensional slice through the space of density estimates, while our approach considers a much wider range of possible estimates for a given number of modes. It isn't clear which method is better for multimodality problem, but Silverman's con dence estimate of 0.32 seems de nitely too low for the stamp data. Perhaps if we had carried out the or analysis recomputing the optimum window width for each bootstrap sample, the results would have been more compatible.
Finally, note that we could also carry out the methods of this paper sequentially. For example, we could x h at some value producing a one mode density, and then compute the con dence value for a one mode estimate. This would give a very small con dence value in this example, so we would move on to estimate the con dence value for m 2. Our con dence is high for a bimodal estimate, so we would stop.
Computation of the calibrated con dence value
The calibrated con dence interval e cal in (4.26), is highly accurate in theory, but as now will be discussed, presents some formidable di culties in both computation and interpretation.
Our goal, as above, is to assign a con dence value to R 0 = fm 2g, m being the number of modes, using the xed window width h = :0039. Now e itself is a test statistic, having observed value 0.854 from Table 5 .
Ten boundary vectors were found using the binary search algorithm (8.10) of R 0 , and for each we carried out a two-level bootstrap simulation, using 100 bootstrap samples at each Finally, the calibrated con dence value (4.26) is e cal = #fI k e g=100 (8.18) For each of the ten boundary points, this computation required 100 100 = 10; 000 bootstrap samples and about one CPU hour on a Silicon Graphics R4400 computer. Increasing the number of bootstrap samples to 1000 at each level would increase the computation time to roughly 100 hrs for each boundary point.
The results are shown in Table 8 . The values range from .94 to 1.0, averaging .97 overall, our estimate of e cal . Two of the lower con dence values occur at the boundary points where the third mode emerged at .106. Figure 10 shows the calibration curve for all ten boundary points together.
The value 0.97 is much larger than the second-order bootstrap value b = 0:884, obtained from the combined analysis of Table 6 . The trouble here comes from trying to apply a pure frequentist measure like e cal to a complicated regional analysis. The calibration result probfe < b g = 0:97 for boundary points^ 0 suggest that the actual data point^ is far from the boundary. However in this case it turns out that even if we resample from^ itself (that is, take ordinary bootstrap samples), there is not much probability of e exceeding e = 0:854: prob^ fe < e g 0:80
The situation is similar to the spherical shell Example 2.3: the target set of outcomes further from the boundary than the observed outcome is too small to have much probability under any choice of parameter, whether or not it is in R 0 . This undercuts the most usual frequentist interpretation of con dence, and gives preference to objective Bayes results like those in Table  5 .
Note that the computation of the calibrated con dence value can be made somewhat more e cient in two ways. First, we can use importance sampling at the rst level to make the with distances from R 0 either very large or very small, we can take ascertain I k with only a small number of second level samples.
Just how much these tricks would reduce the required computation remains a question for future research. e = 0:965. Using conversion formula (6.3) gives b = 0:942. The calibrated con dence value is~ cal = :913. Hence both the objective Bayes and calibrated con dence values adjust the rst-order value downward, and the di erence between the two is not nearly as large as was seen in the modes example.
Discussion
The problem of regions can arise in many data-analytic settings, where a con dence value is desired for an observed feature of interest. The con dence value corresponds to the probability of a region in parameter space. A simple bootstrap approach for assigning con dence values, (Felsenstein (1985) ) which simply counts the proportion of times that the feature appears when the analysis is repeated on bootstrap samples, is rst-order accurate and may be precise enough in many situations.
Coming up with more accurate con dence values is a challenge in either the frequentist or Bayesian frameworks. Pure frequentist solutions can be misleading, as we have shown by example. The Bayesian approach seems most natural for the problem of regions, as the probability of a region can be obtained by simply integrating the posterior over the region. However the choice of prior is not clear, as we would like the prior to be non-informative to make the analysis objective.
We have proposed a Bayesian solution to this problem, given in (6.3), which attempts to combine the objective nature of frequentist inference with the naturalness of the Bayesian approach. This is achieved through bootstrap calculations, which at the same time preserve the metric-free property of Felsenstein's proposal. That is, one need only determine which region a resampled point falls into, rather than determine its distance from a region's boundary. The latter can be very di cult in many practical problems. Hence the objective Bayesian/bootstrap proposal of this paper can be automated, with few subjective choices required by the data analyst. 
